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If you want more...
Contact the ieMR team (Ext. 1999)
Your local Clinical Practice Lead
www.childrens.health.qld.gov.au/digitalfuture
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REDUCE YOUR 'CLICKS'!
It takes a bit of time, but it's worth the effort

SAVE YOUR FAVOURITES
The first time you
place one of your
more frequently
ordered tests, take
the time to save it as
a favourite and make
it quicker next order!

❹

❶ OPEN & FIND
ð Open the patient's
medical record
ð Select 'Order'
ð Click '+Add'
ð Search for order
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(for a single,
frequently-used test)

❷ DETAILS
ð Enter the details
you want to save
(eg. provider
number)

❸ ADD
ð Right-click on the
order
ð Select 'Add to
favourites' or 'New
folder'

Select the favourites folder to save the 'order'
Click OK
To add more orders to your favourites folder, repeat the same process
To create sub-folders within your favourites, click on the new folder icon
It'll be much quicker next time - no need to search the catalogue,
just add the order from your favourites folder!

(for a suite of tests)

CREATE A PERSONAL PLAN
❶ SELECT

❷ NAME

ð Open the patient's
medical record
ð Select the 'Order'
tab on the left
ð Click '+Add'
ð Click on the
favourite's icon
(GOLD STAR)
ð Click on the
Personal Plans
folder
ð Right click
anywhere in the
blank part of hte
window
ð Select 'Create

ð Enter name for the
order plan in the
description box
ð Make sure it's
meaningful!
ð Select type of plan
from the drop
down box
ð Tick 'Initiate On
Sign' (only if you
want the plan to
start as soon as
you sign)
ð Click 'Next'

Plan'

❸ DETAILS
ð Click on the
clipboard icon
ð Use search box
to find and add
orders to your
plan (or use your
favourites to make it
even quicker)

ð Once you've
added all the
orders you need,
click 'Done'
ð Double click on an
order to set the
details (NB. These
need to be consistent
across all orders in the
plan)

❹ SAVE
To order tests for a
future date:
ð Click on 'Offset
details'
ð Enter 'Start
offset'
Once finished:
ð Click
'Save' Your pe
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OERR FAST FIVE

Ordering
❶
❷
❸

Correct patient, correct encounter
Review existing orders
ð Click on
on the left hand side
ð Make sure your order isn't doubling up

Add your order
in the Orders screen
ð Click
ð Find your test using the search field
Pathology: » eg. 'FBC', 'CHEM20', 'Lipase'
» Change 'Starts with' to 'Contains'
(for broader search)
» Minimum of 3 characters
Med. Imag: » 'Starts with': 'XR', 'CT', 'MR', 'US' etc
» Modality + site + laterality +
contrast (if needed)

❹

Enter order details

❺

Sign!

ð Clinician collect:
‘Yes’ = most times
‘No’ = scheduled phlebotomy run only
ð Collected: ‘No’ unless it’s an add-on test

Not sure or can't make it work? STOP
and RING the ieMR TEAM! Ext. 1999
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ORDERING Tips and troubleshooting
SPEEDING UP THE PROCESS
❶ FREQUENT ORDERS
❷GET THE ENCOUNTER RIGHT!
Reduce your
'clicks' by setting
up favourites and
personal plans

And remember, only
order within your
scope of practice!

❹

Help prevent:
» delayed results
» endorsement notifications
going to the wrong clinician or
location pool

COPIES OF RESULTS

For copies to
additional clinicians:
» enter their details in
'copy doctor' name and
address fields
» find GP details in the
Viewer under Patient
Information

❼

(Use at least 3 characters)
Flip to the 'Order
ing medical imag
ing tests'
quick prompt for
more tips on sear
ching

❺

ENTER DETAILS ONLY ONCE

WHERE'S THAT
PATHOLOGY TEST?
To broaden your
search, change the
search filter from
'Starts with' to
'Contains'

» billing issues
Just double-check the
patient, date and location

Highlight multiple orders to
enter common details
(just click on the first order and drag
down)

❻

❸

SIGN ALL AT ONCE
Make sure you place all orders, fill in the
details and sign before closing the window
(otherwise it can be hard to collect)

SHARING IS CARING!
ORDERING FOR
SOMEONE ELSE?

Only select 'Protocol' as the
communication type if the order
is within your scope of practice

And close the chart after
placing the order!
(otherwise the next test will be
added to the same physician)

❽

DON'T MISS
OUT!

Make sure you
know the scheduled
phlebotomy run
times
Morning = 7am, 10:30am
Afternoon = 1pm, 5pm*
* Not on weekends

And if at first you don't succeed
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STOP and RING
the ieMR team!
Ext. 1999

Ordering medical imaging tests
ORDERING DETAILS: ❶ Modality ❷ Site ❸ Laterality ❹ Contrast (if needed)
When ordering multi-regions use multi-codes

MODALITY

ieMR CODE

Angiography and Fluoroscopy
Bone Mineral Density

AF
BM

Computed Tomography

CT

Image Intensifier

II

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MR

Nuclear Medicine

NM

Positron Emission Tomography

PT

Ultrasound

US

General Radiography

XR

s:
Example
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'XR Ank
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+ P

THINGS TO REMEMBER
»

Your order will only be processed if
it's within your scope of practice!

»

To find things easily, use two letter
modality code and then site

»

Make sure you consider the full list of
medical risks each time

»

To cancel an order you've already
placed, you'll need to ring Medical
Imaging (you can't do it in ieMR)

»

Only print a paper form if the scan is
being done at another site (not LCCH)

Make sure you arrange consultant co-sign
if needed!
To view additional info:
» eg. MRI, CT, PET, AF
❶ Go the Orders screen
❶ Right-click on the order
❷ Right-click on the order
❷ Select Ordering physician
❸ Select Order Information
❸ Enter details
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Call the ieMR team!

Ext. 1999
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things to keep in mind...
Home collections (HITH)

Discharge orders

If the order is to be collected at
home:
❶ Place the order
❷ Print the form and labels
❸ Hand-write "home
collection" on the form
❹ Put the form, labels
and tubes in a pathology bag
❺ Give to the parent

» Review all outstanding orders
(on the Order screen) before
discharge
» Cancel/discontinue any orders
that don't need collecting
» For home collections, see left for
process

Future outpatient orders
» For future outpatient
collections, forward date the
'Requested start date/time'
for the approximate date of
the collection (don't just mark
it for collection tomorrow)
» Print the form and follow
current processes

Opportunistic collections

» Print the form and follow
current processes (ie. provide
to family/ theatre etc)
» In the MI Department and
theatre, make sure you
include the paper request
form, label(s) and tube(s) in a
pathology bag

Cross-match
To order a cross-match:
❶ Type GPH into the ieMR
❷ Complete a transfusion
request form for
cross-match
❸ Collect as usual
❹ Mark as collected, but
make sure collection times on
the tube and in ieMR match
» If not, flip to the 'Reminders'
prompt for how to change
the ieMR time
❺ Send both specimen and
transfusion medicine request
form to the lab
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Making good use of paper!
Remember to print the
paper form when/for...
þ All outpatient pathology orders
þ Tests or scans being done at
another location (not LCCH)
þ Home collections
þ Patients transferred to 'hospital
in the home'
þ Opportunistic collections
þ Private billing (as outpatients)

Orders that remain on paper
(and follow current processes)

» Point of care testing (eg.
blood gas)
» Cellular Therapy Lab
» Engraftment studies & CD34
» Human Lymphocyte Antigen
Tissue Typing
» Tumour bank samples
» Research (eg. some
Oncology, PICU, Respiratory)
» Genetic tests with consents

» Cross-match
» MDU ampliscreen NAA
» Pathology required as part of
a GFR procedure
» Orders for family members
» Staff exposures
» Environmental swabs

OERR FAST FIVE

Collecting
❶

Start in the right place

❷

Confirm the patient (PPID)

ð Double check it's the correct encounter
ð CareCompass (nurses): select Task > Order >
Document ieMR
ð Patient's chart: choose
(at top)

ð Scan the patient's wristband
(Click 'Unable to scan barcode' ONLY IF
no armband or not accessible)

ð Complete all PPID checks

❸

Print your label

❹

Collect specimen > attach label

❺

Mark as collected

ð Click on the printer icon (
)
ð Select printer OR scan printer barcode

ð
ð
ð
ð

Always label at point of collection
Right patient, right label, right tube!
Sign, date & time
Attach label to tube lengthways

ð Scan each label (OR, if unable to scan, right-click
on specimen g Collected)

ð Click the
button (VERY IMPORTANT!)
ð Send to pathology as usual

Not sure or can't make it work? STOP
and RING the ieMR TEAM! Ext. 1999
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COLLECTING Tips and troubleshooting
❶ Quicker
collections
Speed up
the process
by knowing
the printers
and scanners
in your area

❷ Can't scan?
Remember,
clicking
"Unable to scan
barcode" in
the collection
screen bypasses
safety checks
- so make sure
you
take extra care
and double
check it's the
right patient

and
❸ Tubes
minimum volumes
þ Double check the
amount to be bled
þ Be aware that the
ieMR lists container
volumes not
minimum volumes so rely on your own
clinical knowledge
þ Follow your
current way of
'netting' tests
(don't just follow
ieMR suggestions
- may not suit the
paediatric context)

❹

Label logic

(VERY IMPORTANT!)

þ Match the right label to the right
tube to avoid result delays or
confusion in the lab
þ Always sign, date & time, and
attach labels at the point of
collection
þ One label per tube/container
þ Always label lengthways
(vertical barcode)
þ For micro-containers, make sure
blood level is visible and the
barcode is 'scan-able'

þ Only use microcontainers
(neonatal) if
clinically required
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Remember to scan the specimen label to
mark it as collected, then sign in ieMR - or someone
else could take the same sample again!

And if at first you don't succeed
STOP and RING
the ieMR team!
Ext. 1999
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CRITICAL STEPS WHEN
COLLECTING SPECIMENS

❶
❷
❹

Correct patient: Confirm patient’s
name, DOB & URN (verbally). With
the ieMR Specimen Collection
window open, scan patient
identification band.

Collect specimen. Pot blood /
specimen immediately (before you
leave the point of collection) – a
delay in potting may impact on test
accuracy.

❻

Scan each label to mark as ‘collected’
in ieMR and confirm positive patient/
container identification. Sign
collection before exiting.

Take equipment with you to the
point of collection: Specimen label
printer, computer with scanner,
specimen container, pathology bag.

❸

Print specimen labels from
ieMR (should be done prior
to the specimen collection).

❺

Label the specimen before you
leave the point of collection.
Make sure you put the correct
label on the correct container.
Sign date and time the label.

❼

And, when you're done, make
sure you click "Sign" in ieMR to
close out the collection task and
avoid duplicate collections.

Before you sign in ieMR, check:
a. Right patient, right blood, right tube, right label, right test,
right time and right date.
b. Each label must be signed and dated (including time).
c. The collection time in the ieMR needs to match the actual
collection time. You can change this manually if there has been
a delay between actual collection and marking the specimens
as collected.
Remember, when you mark an order as collected and sign in ieMR,
you are indicating that all critical steps have been adhered to in the
collection process.
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Quick reminders for collecting
What to do, if/when...

TUBES
Need to collect more

Print another label for the tube type you need

Urgent / critical collection

Place in red bag (and phone lab if critical) - as per current process

Collected fewer tubes than
ieMR displays

Print all labels > attach correct labels to collected specimens > scan
all labels > place additional labels in the bag

Spare tubes

Print label for the tube type > write 'spare' on label (Alternatively,
order P-MISC)

COLLECTION OUTCOMES
Need to flag order of test priority

» If known at time of ordering, may be noted in 'Order comments'
field
» Print requisition > note order of priority > send all labels to lab
» Make sure all labels go in the bag to the lab

Re-collect NO TEST

If the samples is insufficient or doesn't follow the process,
Pathology may not be able to perform the test. You'll be contacted
and advised of the reason - and you'll need to order it again

LABELS
Need to reprint the label

Scanned collection time is different
from the time on label

❶ Click on
(next to specimen container/test)
❷ Click Print
❸ Click Print Label
❶ Click on
(next to specimen container/test)
❷ Select Modify Date/Time
❸ Enter time and click Apply

PATIENTS & TESTS
Patient fasting
Difficult bleeds

Finger / heel pricks

Vomiting during bleed

Mark Ⓕ on the label ('F' in a circle)
❶ If collected, mark as collected and sign in ieMR
❷ Send to lab
❸ Leave whatever's missed and organise another collector (if
clinically appropriate)

❶ (If known at time of placing order) Enter in 'Order comments'
(Relevant abbreviation in a circle)
❷ Mark on label with FPor HP
❸ If there isn't enough space on the label, print the requisition
and indicate collection site

❶ Mark on label with Ⓥ ('V' in a circle)
❷ If there isn't enough space on the label, print the requisitions
and indicate that patient was vomiting during bleeding
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Troubleshooting for devices
WIRED specimen label printer
1. Check the power cable is
properly plugged in
2. Press the POWER button
(on front of printer) for 1–2
seconds
3. Check green 'Online' light
is on
4. If there is no green light, call
the HelpDesk

Press the FEED
button
(The printer will
automatically
realign with the
start of the next
label)

Keep your devices...
CLEAN

(use isowipes, tuffies or clinell
wipes for infection control)

STOCKED

Next label is
jammed

Label is crooked/
not feeding

Printer is offline

Remember!

(order new labels/wristbands
via Imprest)

& CHARGED!

1. Open the printer lid (pull the two
blue locks on the printer sides)
2. Tidy or 'unjam' the roll
3. Check that the roll guides (holding the label roll in
place) aren't too tight
» If they need to be loosened, use the blue
guide button (inside printer, right-hand side)
4. Close the lid
5. Press the POWER button (the 'Online' light should
go green)

WIRELESS specimen label printer
Printer is offline

1. Press and hold the PRINT button
2. If printer does not change to Print, call
the HelpDesk

Current label is crooked / misaligned

1. Press and hold the PRINT button
to take printer offline
2. Press and hold the FEED button to
print one label

Next label is jammed

WIFI has gone to sleep
1. Press and hold the POWER button
(turn off), then repeat (turn back on)
2. If the 3 bar antenna symbol is still
clear (and not solid black), call the IT
HelpDesk

1. Open printer lid
2. Remove and unjam/tidy
the paper roll
3. Find the small roller on the
bottom right-hand side of
the printer

Wristband printer

No lights how do I turn it on?

1. Check the power cable is
properly plugged into the
power brick
2. Press and hold the black
POWER button (on back
of printer)
3. If there are still no lights,
call the HelpDesk

NB. The printer
needs to be
offline to feed

Control light is
flashing orange

1. Press the up arrow button to
eject the cartridge
2. Reinsert cartridge if orange light
still flashing, replace with new
cartridge and try again
3. If printer does not work with
a new cartridge, call the IT
HelpDesk (and return the faulty
cartridge)

4. If needed, use the roller to
adjust the roll guides (the bits
holding the label roll in place)
so they're not too tight
5. Reinsert label roll and close lid

Next wristband
is jammed
1.
2.
3.
4.

Eject the cartridge
Gently pull the wristband until it stops
Cut off the visible portion
Reinsert the cartridge (the printer
will automatically eject the remainder
of the wristband)
5. Throw the two wristband pieces away

24/7 INFOSERVICE CENTRE HELPDESK 1800 198 179
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Not sure or can't make it work?

STOP and RING
the ieMR TEAM! Ext. 1999

